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DJTRQDUCTIOM
Early in the history of x-radiation the electroaagnetic nature
of x-rays was determined* In the years following it was discovered
that the absolute index of refraction associated with x-rays was less
than unity. Because of the proximity of the yalue of this index to one,
a quantity S Is usually tabulated vher*
<f - 1 -
^
and /<• index of refraction.
Coi^pton (ii) was the first to make use of the fact that ma is less than
one to show that x-rays would undergo total external reflection from a
polished surface in a manner similar to the total internal reflection
that was well known in the longer warelength region of the electromagnetic
spectrum.
Total external reflection was used to determine the value of cT by
applying Snell's Law. At the critical angle, the angle of refraction is
90 degrees and Snell*8 Law becomes
sin ip - /a
where 1 is the angle of incidence. In terras of the glancing angle 8,
this may be written
COS Be •// .
EjqDanding the cos
€o in a power series and neglecting higher powers of
9e there results
ie2-i-^ -cf.
Thus by measuring Gc , investigators have been able to determine S di-
rectly.
With th« dlscoTvi^ of th« •iMtroot and th« dtvvlopwat of ih* •l«e-
tron theory « Lorvnts (12) det«raliM»d a Uuiortttloal mxpfBicoi for the in-
dex of rsfraotlon /ielding e compl%x value for jj- • The real part of the
tenplex index gives the ratio of the velocity of the wave in a vacuun to
the velocity of the wave in the aaterial and it called the ref!racti<» in-
dex. Tttm real coefficient of the imaginary part of the eoaplex index
givee a constant tliaes the linear abeorption coefficient and is called
VBm abaorpticm index. The derivation of thece equations nsy be found in
any standard theoretical or x-rey text such as Conpt<» and Allison (it).
The final result is tabulated in the foUoMlaK equations
i
M-l-^-i/Q»i» 27re2 2 Hq
'
^f- -^2. ^^3
where k - 2e2/3tie3
e " velocity of light in cm per second
e • charge on electron in esu
« " aaes of the electron in gra«
^
- circular frequenoy of the incident radiation
^q • natural circular fre4|aency of q type electrtAS
Oq • noatber of type q electrons per cubic on
Althou^ the term total reflection has been applied to this plwao-
ena,the reflected intensity has been found to be a function of th% angle
of reflection and of the absorpticm. Froa the Fresnel equations for re-
fleetioa it has b9wi shown that the intensity of reflection at a oarticu-
lar angle depends on the ratio of /^ to S (8). Kiessig (10) found ex-
pMriMtttally that the sharpest cutoff at the critical angle occurred vhea
the frequency of the incident radiation was just lees thaa the fTequeaey
of the K absorption edge of the material .>eing investigated. The val-
ues of r and /? obtained from the Lorentz theory of dispersion did
not predict this nor havS the Lorenta theory given values of ^ that com-
pared with experimental data in the region of the critical absorption
frequencies.
By assigning a set of virtual oscillators to each group of electrons
with characteristic frequency 60_, Kramers, Kallznann and Mark obtained
ej^ressions for S and i3 that compared more closely with experiment.
As has often occurred, a quantum mechanical derivation by HBfnl has given
a theoretical result that best fits the experimental data at the present
tiiiie. The theories of Kramers, et al and of I«tol involve too much de-
tail to be reproduced here but may be found in James (8) or Coia^ton and
Allison (U)«
In 19U9 Lee (11) initiated an experimental investigation of the var-
iation of the index of refraction as a function of teaperature. Using
a film technique, Lee was able to obtain a plot of the coefficient of
expansion for nickel as a function of temperature because of the depen-
dence of <r on the density of the material. It was desired to in^rove
on Lee's apparatus with the aim of deteimining reflected intensities
throughout the region of total reflection. Thereby, both S and ^
could be obtained by plotting the intensity against angle of reflection
and using the Fresnel equations.
This work was undertaken to make a determination of the free elec-
tron density as a function of temperature, St. John (13) and Cardwell
(2) indicated from Fowler plots (5) of photoelectric data that there was
a change in the free electron density in the vicinity of the Curie tem-
perature of iron and nickel. In the case of nickel, it was foiind that
the nujnber density of free electrovis decreased beyond the Curie point
while it i^tnained nearly constant up to that temperature. Hence, it
should be possible to analyze this data in the light of the index of
refraction information since changes in S and ^ would arise from a
change in the overall density of nickel and, possibly, from a change of
electrons from a free state to a bound state,
EXPERIMENTAL APPARATUS AND PROCEDURE
The apparatus consisted essentially of a double crystal raonochro-
mator set in the antiparallel position for Co Ke^^ radiation, an evacuated
furnace in which the nickel mirror was mounted and oscillated, and a side
window Qeiger tuoe and recording unit to determine the intensity of the
reflected radiation. The reflected intensity was first obtained as a
function of the time. The intensity was then plotted as a function of
the glancing angle by means of a curve relating glancing angle and time.
The complex index of refraction was then determined from the curve of
glancing angle versus time, the equation relating S and 8c> And the
Fresnel equations.
The furnace and Sample Holder
The details of the construction, dimensions and operation of the
furnace and sample holder are to be found in the unpublished thesis of
Lee (ll), A brief description of this apparatus and an indication of
the changes in design are here noted.
The nickel mirror was cla/r^ed in position by means of one fixed
and one adjustable facing plate. The facing plates were attached to a
table which was oscillated through small angles by a sliaft that was rig-
idly connected to the table. The face of the fixed plate was situated
directly above the center of the shaft and a small hole was drilled in
the center of the table in which an aligning needle could be placed.
The furnace was constructed with the bottom open so that the saii?)le
could easily be removed by lifting the furnace from the table. Nichrome
wires were placed in brass heating plates on the sides of the furnace
and the exterior was covered with asbestos in an effort to obtain the
most uniform temperature possible in the interior oi the furnace. The
ends of the IXirnace contained stnall openings for the transiTdssion of the
incident and reflected radiation.
The table and furnace were enclosed in a chamber of brass that was
made vacuum tight by means of a cover plate in which a douole shoulder
was cut, A Wilson seal was employed where the drive shaft passed through
the chamber. So that expansion would not cause vacuum leaks, copper tub-
ing was soldered to the chamber and cover plate for the purpose of carry-
ing cooling water. The chamber was equipped with two one-thousandth inch
alurainujn windows large enough to permit the trsuisiaigsion of the incident
and reflected radiation*
The table was rotated by means of an arm affixed to the shaft. The
arm was aade to rid* against a cardlold cam that vas powered by a 1)0 rpa
Kotor and a series of two gear reduction boxes. The resulting rate at
wtileh the cardlold can turned was 0.00763 rpa or one revolution every
131 minutes*
It was desired that the rotation of the sairror be a linear or near-
ly linear function of tliae In order that the curve of Intensity of the
reflected radiation versus the glancing angle could be easily and accur-
ately obtained. The eardlold cam was designed to fulfill this require-
aent. However, the need for high precision machining was alleviated by
plotting a calibration curve. The data for the calibration of angle of
rotation versus tine were obtained by placing the nickel mirror In posi-
tion, reflecting a ooUlaated beam of light from the mirror, and at suit-
able Intervals of tine noting the deflection on a glass Male placed across
the room. As the angles of rotatlcm were small, the tangent of the angle
was replaced by the angle Itself. The resulting calibration is shown in
Plate I.
The Side Window Qelger Tube
Mten using non-fUm techniques to measure the intensity of a col-
llmated oeam of x-radlation that has been inflected, diffracted or scat-
tered through soMB angle. It la usually necessary to «s^lo> a niechanini
to locate the detector In a specific position with respect to the deviat-
ed beam. Ordinarily a silt Is placed In front of an end-window counter
and rigidly fixed to It to assure that the same region of sensitivity of
EXPLANATION OF PUTE I
The oscillation of the nickel narror in
radians is plotted as the ordinate. The
time of rotation of the cardioid csum is
plotted as the abscissa.
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the counter is used in each measurement. This slit and counter are
then moved together to analyze the angular distiribution of x-ray in-
tensities. The side-window Geiger tube was constructed to eliminate
the use of such a mechanism for beams deflected through angles up to
20 degrees.
For a given x-ray beam to be recorded as the same intensity, even
though the beam enters a counter at discrete but different regions of
the counter window, it is required that the beam travel similar path
lengths through similar electric field intensities within the counter*
The latter factor becomes the more important for low energy gamma rays
and x-rays. To obtain a uniformity of field intensity for each path,
the Geiger tube was made 18 cm long and 10 cm in inside diameter. It
was constructed of l/8th inch brass tubing, with a limiting window 3 nm
wide £uid 12 cm long cut along the tube parallel to the central wire.
The window was covered with one thousandth inch aluminum and situated
so that horizontal radiation entering the counter would pass 3 mm below
the central wire. The design of the side window Geiger tube Is shown in
Plate n.
The Geiger tube was filled 10 times with an argon-ethylene mixture
(9il) to a pressure of 10 cm of mercury. The average slope of the pla-
teau was 20 percent per 100 volts and the average plateau length vas
1^0 volts. The maximum and minimum slopes were U8 percent and 7*5 per-
cent per 100 volts, respectively. Three fillings using the same ratio of
gasea by pressure with etliyl alcohol as the quench gas yielded an average
slope of 27 percent per 100 volts for the plateau, Ghasson (3) found that

<
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ethyl alcohol usually gives better plateau characteristics than ethy-
lene. It is quite probable that the water vapor content introduced in
the alcohol fillings was greater than that in the ethylene fillings as
no drying agent was used. The stability of the high voltage that was
used on the center wire of the counter, In addition to periodic checks
with a standard radioactive source, made the use of fillings with as
high as 30 nercent plateaus feasible,
i'or all work in the calibration of the side window Oeiger tube,
a cobalt x-ray tube, with the tube current stabilized at $,0 iBillian?)B
to within 0.2 percent was used. The double crystal inonochromator gav«
a Co K^i beam with a divergence of 0.00001 radians of arc. The in-
tensities used were not great enough to be corrected for the 2 milli-
second dead time of this counter tube.
Calibration along the length of the window was accomplished by
moving the tube perpendicularily to the beam of x-rays by means of a
lathe eoapoxmd. ^ue to the apparent non-uniformity of the machining
of the window opening in the tube, an additional stationary limiting
slit was placed in front of and parallel to the counter window. Three
curves similar to the one shown in Plate III were obtained by moving
the tube carriage 5,1 mm at a time.
In order to determine the effect of the angle of incidence on
the measured intensity, the Geiger tube was rotated about an axis at
the center of the window. This assured that a variation in the mea-
sured intensity upon rotation due to a change in the counter distance
from the source was negligible. The limiting slit parallel to the window
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was also en?)loyed in these measurements. The intensity was Measured
as a function of the angle of rotation, in foiir degree intervals, to
20 degrees on either side of the position where the counter slit was
perpendicular to the incoming beam. The variation in counting rate due
to counter rotation over this interval was * 2 percent.
Although the tube current in the x-ray source was highly stabil-
ized, the high voltage was not. This may have given rise to deviations
other than the statistical deviation indicated in Plate III, The re-
sults of Plate III indicate that the counting rate is constant to with-
in * 2. ii percent, including statistical deviation, over a length of 7,5
cm of the counter. Several trials showed a duplication of the data pre-
sented In Plate III and of the results outlined in the above discussion.
In regard to angular calibration, the cylindrical shape of the alu-
minum window coupled with the need for high precision alignment made It
difficult to check data against theoretical predictions. For the Co
K j3< Q^ radiation, there was an absorption of 1^7 percent by the aluminum
window and of that transmitted through the aluminum, 30 percent was ab-
sorbed by the filling gases. It would be expected that in a rotation
from normal Incidence the intensity measured would be decreased due to
the effective Increase in thickness of aluminum and increased due to the
increase in path length in the tube. The counter-balancing of these two
effects probaoly accounts for the fact that the variation of intensity
with angle was as low as indicated above.
From the data collected and presented above, the side window Geiger
tube appeared to be quite satisfactory for this problem of finding the
16
index of refraction by total reflection as the angles involved were
much less than the 20 degree limit forind in calibration.
The Recording Unit
Pulses from the Geiger tube were fed into a Nuclear Model I6l5
Radiation Sentinel which consisted of a high voltage supply for the
Geiger tube and a counting rate meter. The counting rate meter was
operated on the three percent position. At this position, the meter
read the counting rate with a statistical error of three percent. When
the meter was used in this manner, the time required for the meter to
reach the correct reading was between 30 and 60 seconds.
The output from the counting rate meter was fed through a resistor
and potential divider in series. The resistance of this combination,
1350 ohm, is the external resistance for which the meter was designed,
A suitable potential was picked off by means of the potential divider
and applied to the terminals of a Micromax recording potentiometer. The
potentiometer was not calibrated to read counting rate as it was necea-
sary to know only the relative intensities of the reflected beam.
The Nickel Mirror
The nickel mirror was prepared from a solid piece of high purity
nickel by Lee (11) in 191^9. The mirror had been carefully machined and
prepared and only a small amount of polishing on a lapping wheel was neces-
sary to remove the oxide surface that had formed. There were two signi-
17
ficant reasons for using a solid mirror rather than one made by evap-
orating the metal onto a piece of plane glass which has been the pro-
cedure most commonly used. The first was that the difference in the
coefficients of expansion of the nickel and base material would cause
strains to be set up in the xnirror when the temperature was changed dur-
ing the investigation* The second was the well known difference in the
properties of films of substances from the properties of the substances
in bulk (1).
Data Analysis
Alignment was important in determining the intensity of reflected
radiation versus glancing angle because of the very manner in which the
data were taken. The sajsKple was removed from the san?)le holder and the
table and chamber were placed in a position such that the Co K ck i t»eam
passed through the windows of the chamber and furnace. With the aid of
the Geiger tube and an aligning needle, adjustments were made until it was
certain that the beam passed directly over the center of the table, A
limiting slit was then placed in a position such that only an unrefleeted
x-ray beam could enter the Geiger tube. Finally, the mirror was placed
in the sample holder, the table was rotated and minor adjustments were
made until the maximum counting rate shown on the meter was one-half of
the value noted without the mirror in place. This procedure assured that
the mirror was parallel to and centrally located in the x-ray beam.
As soon as the chamber was evacuated and the saraple brought to the
18
desired ten^erature, the motion of the cardloid a... and the recording
potentiometer vere started simultaneously, ihe curve of reflected in-
tensity versus glancing angle was constr cted from the recorder chart
with the aid of the calibration curve of g].ancing angle versus time.
Two cuirves were obtained from each rotation of the caiviioid can*
Shown in Plate IV is an averaged trace of a single curve recorded by
the Micromax potentioracter for the nickel mirror at room temperature.
The curves of Plate V are those taken ffom this trace with the aid of
the curve of Plate I.
In the case of the trace noted above the intensity was not record-
ed before the mirror was olaced in position. Therefore, in order to de-
termine the zero points* on the curves of Plate V, the maximum intensity
of each of these curves was assumed to be 90 percent of the incident in-
tensity (10) and then one-half of the incident intensity intercepted the
curve at its zero point. The cutoff position was determined in the usual
manner by taking one half of the aaxlaum intensity occurring in that part
of the curve where the intensity undergoes its greatest attenuation. For
the curves of Plate V, this was one-half of the maximum value recorded.
The values of &q were then found by taking the difference between the
zero position and the cutoff position.
As can be seen from the trace in Plate IV, the mirror began to ro-
tate back through the critical angle before the shape of the cutoff edge
* The term zero point will be used to indicate the angular position,
which is arbitrary, at which the mirror is parallel to the incident
beam.
EJtPUNATION OF PLATE IV
An averaged trace of the curve obtained from the
recording Micromax shoTW-ng the dependance of x-ray
intensity on tiiie. The zero of tiae indicates the
siraultaneous starting of the Micromax and the rota-
tion of the cardioid cam«
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EXPLANATION OF PLATE V
A plot of the relative x-ray intensity
versus angle of rotation of the nickel
mirror. This curve is plotted from the
curve of Plate IV with the aid of the
curve of Plate I,
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was fully determined. From Plate V, it is also noted that the inten-
sity increased beyond the zero points indicated on the curves. This
vas explained by the fact that the x-ray beam was of finite width. At
the zero position, one half of the incident intensity was recorded by
the counter tube. Although further rotation of the mirror intercepted
More of the beaa that by-passed it, total rellection of greater portions
of the beam yielded increasingly greater measured intensities until the
entire beam fell on the face of the mirror,
EXPERIMENTAL RESUETS
The prime accomplishment of this experiment was the development
of the side window Geiger tube. The x-ray intensity was found to be
independent of the position at which the radiation entei^d the window
over a length of 7,5 cm# The variation of counting rate was found to
be independent of the angle of incidence of the radiation entering the
counter to within * 2 percent for angles up to 20 de^irees. Thus, the
need of a mechanism to positj on a counter in a constant position with
respect to the reflected x-ray beam was eliminated,
CirciuBstances prevented the collection of the volume of data ne-
cessary to analyze the problem of the chanf_;e in the density of free
electrons in the vicinity of the Curie temperature. Hence, discussion
of the results, errors and conclusions will be confined to the appli-
cability of the apparatus and procedure to the determination of the
eon^)lex index of reiraction.
2k
The only curves obtained were those shown in Plates IV and V,
The ralue of 9^ averaged from these curves was 7.75 1 0.35 X lO"^
radj.ans. The error here indjcated was determined from the deviation
of the two values of 6p from their average value. Errors due to pro-
cedure and instimmentation appear below. The value of f calculated
from this value of ©<, was 30.0 i 2.6 X 10"^. This value of <r is in
good agreement with that reported by Lee (11) and Kiessig {?)•
The curve of Plate IV was obtained while checking the performance
of the Kicromax potentiometer. Since extreme care was not given to
alignment and positioning, the curve should not be used to judge the
performance of the complete apparatus but should serve only to indicate
the method of analysis of the data.
Because of the incompleteness of the intensity curve at the criti-
cal angle and the errors due to the response of the counting rate meter
noted below, no attenrot was made to calculate the value of /? »
ERRORS AND CONCLUSIONS
The critical angle was obtained from the chart i?ecorded by the
Micromax and the calibration curve of tiie cardiold cam. In the con-
struction of the calibration curve the deflection of the reflected
light beam vias read on the glass scale to i 0.05 cm. The distance be-
tween the center of the mirror and scale was measured with a steel met-
ric tape to within + 0,3 cm. As the total distance was found to be
397.7 cm this error was negligible in coaparison with the error in read-
25
Ing the deflection. Thus the glancing angle was determined to within
! 0.06 X 10-3 radians.
The time of rotation of the cardioid cam was measured with refer-
ence to a small mark scratched on the cam. When the center of the rider
passed this markf the sero of time was recorded. It was estlinated that
thJs position could be determined to within 1 0.5 minutes. The effect
of this error is reduced since the calibration curve is very nearly lin-
ear, the angular position is only arbitrary, and the critical angle is
determined by the difference in the zero and cutoff points. Assuming a
value of 7.7 X 10"3 radians for do a few calculations from the calibra-
tion curve showed that the maximum error envolved here was 1 0.05 i- 10*3
radians.
The greatest error was due to the different rates with which the
counting rate meter responded to increasing and decreasing counting
rates. From the difference in the slopes of the curves of Plate Vj
it was determined that the response to a decreasing counting rate was
15 percent faster than thie response to an increasing counting rate.
This was found to introduce an error of 1 0.2 X 10"3 radians in the de-
termination of the critical angle. Hence, the total error in angle was
i 0.31 X 10-3 radians.
From the data obtained from this experiment the following con-
clusions were reached:
1, The value of ©c at room temperature is 7.75 1 0.35 X 10*3
radians.
26
2* /3 cannot be determined from data obtained with the pre-
sent apparatus because the response of the counting rate
meter is not satisfc.otory.
3. If the rate of oscillation of the mirror were slowed down
sufficiently or if a counting rate meter of much faster re-
sponse were employed, f3 could be found and dc determined to
within t O.U X 10-3 radians,
l4» The side window Geiger tube appears to be satisfactory for
the determination of x-radiation intensities of beams reflect-
ed, diffracted or scattered through angles up to 20 degrees.
27
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tbm appartttua and teohnlqua Xor (l«terainiii« Uut oiplai ladax af
rafraction of auoataoeaa at high taa^wraturas uara davalopad, Ttaa eoa-
plax Indax oi refraotloa waa ravlavad and Ita relation to tha aleotroD
danaitjT aaa awphaataad in this vork.
A alda vladaw Oaigar tuoa waa ballt to allatrlata tha aaad for eon-
tinuaualjr poaltioning tha datector In ^aeaaarljig x-ray intanaltiaa da-
iatad through aaall anglea. Tha Qalgar oountar bad a 1 2.1» parcaat
axiaum variation in counting rata, including atatiatical daviatiooa,
along a 7.5 oa langth of oountar window. Other aaaauraaenta ilaaaad a
. 2 parcaat variation in counting rata as a function of counter angXa
for a horisontal rotation of 20 degreea on either aide of a poaitioa
ahara tha counter alit waa perpendicular to tha lno(»dag baaa. Tha
calibration was aada using a wall-colllaated baaa ot Co t^^
-^ x-raya.
The dead tiM for thia Oaigar tuba waa 2 »illiaecon4a.
It waa originally intaadad to lavaatiiiate the indax of refraction
of nickel at ita Curie taaparature beeauea of a change in the free elec-
tran danaity at that teafMirature which waa reported oj Cardwall fr«i
photoelectric data. Circuaatanoea prevented tha eoi^letion of thia ohaaa
of the experiaent*
Tha aathod and apparatus aaployad proved succeasful In datar-alning
tha real part of tha complex index of refraction, 1 - S » With only a
xinor ehanga In the preaent apparatua it would be poasibla to datamiiia
the coaplex part of tha indax of refraction, i^ . A value of S at rooa
taaperature waa found to be 30,0 2,6 X lO"^,
